American culture has influenced Japanese culture in various ways. For example, the anime style of art was influenced by Disney. Share with friends. Share to

The Japanese changed the American way of war and caused the change of the American Military structure. Just to name a few things. (Full Answer). Share with friends. Share to: Why is bonsai important to the Japanese culture? Bonsai is important because it gives beauty to our surroundings, and it makes our houses beautiful especially in the eye of many people. Share with friends. The poets and poems gathered here showcase both the universal and the particular approaches Native American authors have taken to writing about diverse, indigenous cultures. Poetry Foundation editors have curated this collection of Native American poets, both established and widely read ones along with voices of a new generation, from some of the many US tribes. Their poems bear historical witness, demonstrate the strength of the Native American spirit, argue crucial political and social issues, while illuminating a vibrant cultural heritage. This collection is intended to be inclusive, in ord April 16, 2010 | History. 1 edition of American poetry and Japanese culture found in the catalog. Add another edition? American poetry and Japanese culture. Sanehide Kodama. American poetry and Japanese culture Close. 1 2 3 4 5. Want to Read. Are you sure you want to remove American poetry and Japanese culture from your list? American poetry and Japanese culture. by Sanehide Kodama. Published 1984 by Archon Books in Hamden, Conn.